ABSTRACT

MISHRA, SHOBHIT. Design and Implementation of Process Migration and Cloning in BLCR. (Under the direction of Frank Mueller.)

The reliability of a high performance computing (HPC) environment deteriorates with an increase in the number of nodes. For large applications, a failure results in the loss of several hours of execution time. Today, we use application checkpointing to deal with intermittent failures. Applications are restarted from the last checkpoint if a failure occurs. However, checkpoint/restart (C/R) is a reactive approach of fault tolerance and results in high overheads for a large application.

We suggest a proactive approach of fault tolerance by migrating a process from a failing node to a healthy node. We describe two different mechanisms to move a process from one physical node to another. In first approach, we halt the process at the failing node and transfer it to the destination node via sockets. This approach is known as frozen migration. The second approach, known as live migration, allows the process to run while the migration is being carried out. We can allow the process to run at the source node as well as the destination node thus creating a process clone. We rely on an external agent to detect any imminent failure and trigger the migration process. We use a small kernel patch to keep track of modified pages. The work is carried out within the latest release of the Berkley Labs Checkpoint Restart (BLCR) code. The migration utilities will be integrated into BLCR in future releases. Experimental results demonstrate the significance of these proactive fault tolerance techniques to improve the reliability in HPC environments.
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1.1 High Performance Computing (HPC)

HPC uses several parallel processing techniques to solve advanced computational problems quickly and reliably. HPC is widely used in scientific computing applications like weather forecasting, molecular modeling, complex system simulations, etc. Traditional supercomputers are custom made and very expensive. A cluster, on the other hand, consists of loosely coupled off-the-shelf components. Special programming techniques are required to exploit HPC capabilities. The most common programming paradigm in such machines is message passing. Each node is allocated a small part of the overall problem and they communicate through coordinated message passing. Message Passing Interface (MPI) implementations provide scalability and portability without compromising performance and is the de-facto standard for HPC applications. There are several MPI implementations available today. OpenMPI [13], MPICH [3], and WINMPICH [19] are some of the most common implementations. Since the frequency scaling in a uniprocessor system has hit a wall, more and more researchers are turning to HPC for scientific computations. As of June 2011, ten supercomputers have crossed the Petaflop barrier in max performance and thirteen have crossed in peak performance [1]. Development of parallel applications, however, is significantly different from sequential programming. More and more applications are being rewritten to efficiently run on HPC machines.
1.2 Fault Tolerance

A fault may be defined as a deviation from normal or expected behavior such that it causes an application failure. A fault marks an underlying inconsistency in the hardware or software. Software faults are caused by application or operating system bugs. Hardware faults may occur because of the hardware component failure or due to hardware limitations. Such faults include but not limited to I/O error, faulty RAM, network failure, disk corruption, and machine overheating. In our work, we mainly focus on fail-stop hardware failures that can be detected by an external monitoring agent.

Since the advent of Supercomputers, the number of cores in HPC machines has burgeoned into hundreds of thousands of cores. Huge scientific applications like climate modeling and molecular modeling with highly parallelized algorithms can take several hours to complete. A number of HPC clusters use off-the-shelf components to achieve this massive computational power. Reliability data of contemporary machines indicates the frequency of failure in large installations. The mean time between failure (MTBF) is in the range of 6.5 to 40 hours [16]. This points to the high probability of a job failure due to hardware/software failures during execution. For large processes, a job failure may lead to restarting the process from the beginning and thus wasting a significant amount of processing time. In addition to processing delays, this would also result in excessive use of power for duplicate computation.

Fault tolerance may be defined as the ability of a system to complete the designated task in the presence of hardware and software failures. It also includes graceful degradation and sensible program termination. It involves detecting the error and taking appropriate measures to handle it. There may be several fault tolerance actions like exiting the program and error reporting or continuing the execution on a different node. An efficient fault tolerance policy can save significant execution time and drastically reduce the power consumption.

1.3 Berkley Labs Checkpoint Restart (BLCR)

There are many approaches to enable fault tolerance in an HPC environment. One of the widely used methods is Checkpoint/Restart (C/R). C/R involves saving the context of a job/application at regular intervals and restarting the application from a saved context if a failure occurs. This approach saves significant time because we do not have to start
the job from scratch.
For example, consider an application with 10 nodes and 15 hours of execution time. Further assume a checkpoint scheme to save the application context every hour. If the application fails after 10 hours then we restart the application from the last checkpoint instead of running it again from the beginning. See figure 1.1.

![Figure 1.1: Application running with and without checkpointing](image)

There have been several frameworks for the application-level and system-level C/R. BLCR is a hybrid kernel/user implementation for C/R. It is developed and maintained by
the Future Technologies Group at Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory (LBNL). It is a robust, production-quality implementation that checkpoints a wide range of applications. It does not require any change in the application source code and works for several architectures and Linux distributions. BLCR has been integrated with a number of MPI implantations namely LAM/MPI, OpenMPI and MPICH to checkpoint and restart parallel applications running on multiple nodes. Researchers at North Carolina State University have been working on various extensions of BLCR [33] [34] [35].

1.4 MPI

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is an application programming interface (API) that allows processes to communicate with each other by passing messages. It is widely used in the HPC environment and is a de-facto standard for parallel programming in computer clusters and supercomputers. In the MPI programming model, a computation comprises one or more processes that communicate by sending and receiving messages. Processes can use point-to-point or collective communication operations to send a message. MPI also has message probe routines to support asynchronous communication. In most MPI implementations, a fixed number of processes are created at program initialization. All these programs together are referred as a job in a cluster. MPI uses language independent specifications for calls and language bindings.

1.5 Extensions to BLCR

Checkpoint and restart of a parallel application has its own overheads. These overheads are directly proportional to the number of nodes involved. They also depend on disk I/O speed, network bandwidth and the size of the application. The size of the checkpoint file depends on the size of the application and the frequency of checkpoints. Large applications tend to have a higher checkpoint frequency that results in considerable disk and bandwidth overhead.

To reduce the checkpoint/restart overhead, several extensions are designed for BLCR at the NCSU systems research group. The first extension is an in-place rollback feature in BLCR to reduce the overhead by reusing existing resources at the time of restart. The second extension is the incremental checkpointing. It aims to minimize the disk usage
by saving only the modified pages. The third extension is live migration of a process from one node to another using network sockets. This extension works via node-to-node transfer i.e. there is no need to save the context file on a disk. Instead of checkpointing the complete job, it moves a single process from a node to another node thus saving the disk usage and bandwidth. We shall look at this extension in later sections.

In this thesis, we propose two different methods of moving a process from one physical node to another node. We propose an approach to stop a process at one node and migrate it to the other node. We use several BLCR library functions and techniques to do so. We also propose an alternative approach to allow the process to run at the source node while it is being migrated to the destination node. We can choose to kill the process at the source node once migration is complete or to let it run on the source as well as the destination node. The second method is also known as cloning. We also propose a modular approach for the implementation of the two approaches that would allow the user to choose between live and frozen migration/cloning.
Chapter 2

Motivation, Hypothesis and Contribution

2.1 Motivation

We have worked on several extensions of BLCR. The first extension was an in-place process rollback. On any failure, BLCR kills all the processes and moves the checkpoint image of the failing process to a spare node and restarts the application from the previous checkpoint. Since we kill even the healthy processes and resubmit the entire MPI application again, this method has a significant overhead in terms of time because other jobs in the queue will be executed before this resubmitted job gets a time slice. The second extension was incremental checkpointing. Incremental checkpointing checkpoints only the modified pages since the last checkpoint. It only stores the difference between two checkpoints instead of two full fledged checkpoint files. Incremental checkpointing helps in saving disk space and optimizes I/O bandwidth. There are two methods to identify the modified pages name by the dirty bit approach and the write bit approach. The dirty bit approach requires a small kernel patch to access the dirty bit information maintained by kernel. The write bit approach uses page protection mechanisms to trigger a signal when a page is modified.

Although these two approaches have several advantages compared to a naïve approach, they still are a reactive approach of fault tolerance. They help in application recovery once the fault has already occurred. The third extension to BLCR is frozen/live migration, which is a proactive approach of fault tolerance. We rely on a health monitoring
fault prediction agent to detect deteriorating health of a node and to then trigger the migration process. We assume that the agent is able to predict the failure of the node and to subsequently take proactive measures such as process migration. The idea is to move the process from the bad node to a healthy node via network sockets without creating any checkpoint file. This significantly reduces disk space requirement and avoids slow disk access for large network files. Instead of saving the process data on a disk and restoring it, we do the restoration on the fly. In fact, the application stops just for a fraction of a second before resuming execution instead of coming to a complete halt before resuming the execution from a checkpoint file. We have implemented two different flavors of migration, namely frozen and live migration. Frozen migration stops the process at the source node and transfers all the process-related information in one pass. Live migration, on the other hand, transfers the memory pages to the destination node before stopping the process and saving the rest of the process control block. In live migration, memory pages are transferred iteratively. In each iteration, only modified pages since the last iteration are transferred to the destination node. We identify dirty pages using the dirty bit approach as mentioned above. We will discuss the design and implementation details in the following sections.

2.2 Hypothesis

We hypothesize that we can migrate a process from one physical node to another node via sockets while the application is running, which has the potential to result in lower overall runtime than stopping an application before migrating it. We can also create a copy of the process on two nodes thus creating a process clone. These mechanisms, once integrated with MPI run time, can aid the traditional C/R approach to provide proactive fault tolerance mechanisms.

2.3 Contribution

We present the design and implementation of a process migration scheme at the kernel level which does not require any application-level modifications. We use the dirty bit scheme to track modified pages. It requires a small kernel patch to access the dirty bit information of a page. The work is carried out within the latest version of the BLCR.
Chapter 3

Design

This section describes the design details of migration in BLCR. One of the basic design principles is to integrate the migration utility with BLCR with minimal changes in the original source code. We have reused a significant amount of BLCR functionality and modified it for better suitability on the migration utility. The BLCR C/R utilities are completely independent of the migration utility. They should work seamlessly when integrated with live/frozen migration in the upcoming release.

3.1 Added Utilities

We have added the following user-level utilities in BLCR:

• **cr_migrate**: This utility is invoked at the source node to start the live migration of a process. It takes the PID of the process and the destination node as input. It is invoked only if we want to trigger a live migration of the process.

• **cr_restore**: This utility is invoked at the destination node. It has to be running on the destination node before any migration utility is invoked at the source node. A switch decides if the restore corresponds to live migration or frozen migration.

• **cr_stop**: This utility is invoked at the source node in two cases. It is invoked when the cr_migrate utility returns or when we choose frozen migration instead of live migration. It takes the pid, a destination node and a live switch as arguments.

• **cr_clone**: This utility works similar to the cr_stop utility but instead of killing the process at the source node, it allows the process to continue thus creating a clone
of the process at the destination node. This utility also takes the pid, a destination node and a live switch as arguments.

These utilities are developed independently of the `cr_checkpoint`, `cr_restart` and `cr_run` utilities of BLCR. The `cr_migrate` and `cr_stop` utilities are very similar to `cr_checkpoint`. Yet, instead of writing to the checkpoint file, they write to a socket connected to the destination node. One of the main design aspects is to keep the code modular and provide sufficient entry points to call MPI-related functions in the overall execution. We have to provide synchronization in both the kernel module and at the MPI level. Once we determine that a node is failing, we need to find a spare node to which the process can migrate. If there is not a spare node then we can overload the least overloaded machine/node by migrating the process to it.

### 3.2 Steps of Migration

**Initialization at the Destination Node:** Once a destination node is identified, an external scheduler invokes the restoration utility. We assume that we have enough spare nodes in the cluster that can be used as a default destination during process migration. This can be ensured by over provisioning of nodes at the time of job submission. If no spare node is available then the least loaded node can be chosen as the destination node. The restoration utility allocates the data structure for process restoration and establishes a socket communication with the source node. This utility should be invoked at the destination node before invoking any migration command at the source node.

**Memory Precopy:** Once a destination node is identified and the socket communication is established, we can start the transfer of pages to the destination node. The objective of the memory precopy is to transfer a memory snapshot of the process to the spare node while allowing the application to run. The memory transfer occurs at page granularity. Memory pages are sent to the destination node iteratively until we reach a steady state. In the first iteration, all non-zero pages are sent to the destination node. In every subsequent iteration, only the modified pages since the last iteration are sent to the destination node. The loop terminates when the change in the number of modified pages between consecutive iterations drops below a threshold level or there are no more modified pages. The mechanism of dirty page tracking is discussed in the implementation.
section of memory precopy. This step is carried out by the cr_migrate utility.

**Message Draining:** Once the precopy step is complete, we have to stop the process at the source node and transfer the last pages and other process-related information to the destination node. But before doing that, all MPI tasks need to reach a consistent global state. We need to drain all in-flight messages, and all MPI tasks should stop at a barrier. Message draining and other MPI-level synchronization are independent of the BLCR and implemented by the MPI library. A corresponding handler is invoked from all nodes once cr_migrate returns. This capability is yet to be integrated.

**Stop-and-Copy:** Once all MPI tasks hit the barrier, the process on the source node suspends the application execution and copies the remaining pages, the process state, descriptors of open files, linkage information, pipes and other process-related information to the destination node. All MPI tasks are suspended until stop-and-copy is finished. The process keeps running at the source node if cloning is enabled or exits if cloning is disabled. This task is accomplished by the cr_stop utility at the source node. If the live migration switch is on then cr_stop is preceded by a cr_migrate invocation otherwise, it runs alone after the message draining stage has completed.

**Process Restart and Job Continuation:** The process is reconstructed at the destination node. Linkage structure, open files and pipes are restored. This is the last step of process migration followed by the restoration of communication channels and drained messages. This task is accomplished by the cr_restore utility at the destination node. This utility works similarly to the cr_start with the exception of the use of sockets instead of a file descriptor to read/receive a process image. There is no deliberate synchronization between cr_migrate, cr_stop and cr_restore. The cr_restore command recreates the process and returns. Restored process execution is separate from the cr_restore context. When the process is ready on the destination node, it reestablishes the communication channel with all other MPI tasks. Subsequently, the drained in-flight messages are restored and the job continues. We shall have two copies of the process if cloning is enabled. In that case, we need to take care of the redundancy as MPI cannot accommodate two processes with the same signature.

The overall flow and timeline is shown in the Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Overall flow of the process migration
Chapter 4

Implementation

This section describes the implementation details of different utilities referenced in the previous section. We depict the code flow of these utilities and describe the user-level and kernel-level interaction. We also mention the code changes in the standard BLCR library. We tried to keep changes to the existing code to a minimum. We added several new structures, e.g., ioctl macros and functions, to the BLCR library.

4.1 Initialization and Restoration:

The cr_restore utility performs the initialization at the destination node. A switch decides if the restore corresponds to live migration or frozen migration. The cr_restore is a user level utility that interacts with BLCR via the ioctl interface. We added ioctl macros for restore calls in blcr_ioctl.h. blcr_ioctl.h consists of all the ioctl macros corresponding to the commands of user level utilities. The cr_restore performs the following operations at the user level:

1. It builds the user level restore request by populating the cr_restore_arguments structure. It connects to the kernel and issues the restoration request using cri_syscall function as cri_syscall(CR_OP_RESTORE_REQ, (uintptr_t)&req).

2. The cr_restore utility then performs a fork and the child process calls the restore_child_main function. The parent process, however, waits for the restoration to complete by calling cri_syscall(CR_OP_RESTORE_DONE, (uintptr_t)NULL).
3. The parent process then fills in the signal structure and performs a reap on the restoration request. The child process issues the RESTORE_CLONE and RESTORE_CHILD request via the ioctl interface before exiting.

These functions are invoked at the user level. They, in turn, call their kernel level counterparts. The overall flow of cr_restore is depicted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Overall flow of the cr_restore utility
cri_syscall(CR_OP_RESTORE_REQ, (uintptr_t*)&req) sends a restore request to the kernel module. Every ioctl request is intercepted by ctrl_ioctl function defined in cr_fops.c. The ctrl_ioctl function matches the ioctl request with the corresponding function. It calls the cr_restore_request function at CR_OP_RESTORE_REQ ioctl call. The cr_restore_request function initializes the kernel level restore request and creates a socket. It issues a series of blocking read calls to receive the data from the source node. It first reads the number of threads in the migrated process, then copies this value in the restore request and returns. The restore_child_main function performs the task of thread creation by invoking the clone system call. It calls the cri_syscall(CR_OP_RESTORE_CLONES) function in a loop to create the required number of threads. The cr_restore_clones function decrements the clone_needed variable and allocates a one page stack to every cloned process. The restore_child_main function then calls the cr_restore_child function, which populates the remaining fields of restore request and calls cr_start_self function. Subsequent process restoration is performed by the cr_start_self function in the following steps:

1. The cr_start_self function reads the linkage structure sent by the source node and allocates the memory for linkage structure. The linkage structure of a process consists of pid, ppid, session information, group leader information and process group information.

2. It then reserves the pid, tgid and session ids to create the process. BLCR tries to create the process with same pid and tgid if possible. If the requested pid and tgid is not available, then it fails with an error message.

3. The third step is to restore the credentials of the process. Credentials include userid and group id. The userid and groupid are received from the source node and the exact same values are used for calls to the sys_setresuid and the sys_setresgid functions.

4. The fourth step is to restore the register values and map the received pages into the process address space. This is achieved by the virtual memory area dumper (vmadump) interface integrated in the BLCR. Vmadump assumes that it is operating on the current process and does not handle multi-threaded processes. To overcome this limitation, BLCR uses a wrapper function around vmadump functions to separate
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the thread-specific requirement from the process wide requirement. The mechanism of register restoration and page mapping involves the following steps:

(a) The ‘cpu registers’ restoration is triggered by the start_vmadump_thaw_threads function. This function is called by all the threads in the process. All the threads but one wait at the barrier while one thread performs the actual restoration and page mapping.

(b) The thaw_threads function calls the start_vmadump_thaw_proc function, which receives the pages from the source node and maps them to the current process.

(c) The thaw_proc function then calls the start_vmadump_restore_cpu function, which restores the register values. This function is highly dependent on the architecture. We provide two versions of this function corresponding to the i386 and the x86_64 architectures.

5. The cr_start_self function then tries to restore the linkage information of the process. This is one of the most crucial steps for the restoration of a multi-threaded application. This part of the code is susceptible to kernel changes. This task is carried out by the cr_start_restore_linkage function in the following way:

(a) It stops the process at a barrier so that none of the threads try to execute until the process linkage is restored.

(b) It iterates through the task list of the restore request and manually restores the parent and real_parent values.

(c) It then restores the group_leader value for every task.

(d) It removes the process linkage of the thread group leader by unhashing it. It then attaches the pid and tgid value of the task. Subsequently, the process group and session leader information is restored. We finally restore the self_exec_id and parent_exec_id.

(e) The pid, tgid and exec_ids are restored for the non-group leader tasks.

6. The sixth step is to restore the fs_struct of the migrated process. The cr_start_restore_fs_struct function restores the umask, reads the current working directory and changes the current working directory.
7. Open files are restored at last by the cr_start_restore_all_files function. This function loads the file structure by reading from the socket. It uses this information to retrieve the file type. It then tries to restore open file, open directory, open link, open socket, open fifo, open chr, open blk and open dup.

4.2 Memory Precopy:

Memory precopy is performed at the source node by the cr_migrate utility. Memory pages constitute the maximum amount of the process related data. The idea is to transfer the memory pages to the destination node while the process is still running at the source node. The cr_migrate utility connects to the kernel and issues a migration request invoking the cr_migrate_req function. The cr_migrate_req function builds the migration request and raises a signal indicating a migration request. This signal is then caught and handled in the user space by the cri_sig_handler function defined in cr_core.c. The cri_sig_handler calls a handler corresponding to the request. For a migration request, it calls the do_create_manager_thread function. This function creates the precopy thread to transfer the memory pages to the destination node. The precopy thread performs the following tasks:

1. The precopy thread creates a socket and connects to the destination node.

2. It then issues an ioctl call to access the number of threads associated with the process and writes this information to the socket.

3. It counts the number of memory maps by issuing another ioctl call and sends it to the destination node.

4. The precopy thread then starts sending the memory pages in an iterative manner. In the first iteration, it sends all the pages to the destination node and clears the dirty bit.

5. In every subsequent iteration, it sends only the modified pages since the last iteration to the destination node and clears the dirty bit. It keeps iterating until the dirty_page_count and the difference between the dirty_page_count in two subsequent iterations is greater than 256.

6. It then closes the socket and returns.
We use the dirty bit approach to keep track of dirty pages. It uses a kernel patch to copy the dirty bit maintained by the kernel to the user space [27]. The kernel uses the dirty bit to keep track of modified pages. The patch uses the free bits in the page table entry (PTE) to maintain the status of the dirty bit for a given page.

![Dirty bit tracking scheme](image)

Figure 4.2: Dirty bit tracking scheme

As shown in Figure 4.2, Linux uses a bit to keep track of modified pages. The patch replicates this bit into two unused bits of the page table entry. The _PAGE_BIT_KDB maintains the kernel state of the dirty bit while _PAGE_BIT_SDB maintains the user state of the dirty bit. The kernel bit maintains the consistency of the dirty bit and returns its value for the last access. The user bit, however, maintains the state of the dirty bit between two function calls. This patch provides the DB_test_and_clear macro to test the dirty bit of a page and reset it. We use this macro in the is_dirty function to detect and clear the dirty bit for a page.
4.3 Stop-and-Copy:

Once all the MPI tasks reach a consistent global state, the process on the source node freezes, sends the remaining pages, the process state, descriptors of open files, linkage information, pipes and other process-related information to the destination node. The `cr_stop` utility signals the process on the source node to freeze the execution. Threads of the process subsequently copy their state information to the destination node. This task is performed inside the kernel. We can invoke the `cr_stop` utility without the prior invocation of `cr_migrate` on the source node thus avoiding the memory precopy phase. However, there are tradeoffs between frozen migration and the alternative live migration, which allows precopy with continued application progress. Live migration comes at the expense of background network activity although it may result in an overall shorter application downtime. There is also a high probability of repeated transmission of dirty pages. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the steps in live and frozen (without memory precopy) migration.

The `cr_stop` command signals the process on the source node to stop the execution and send the dirtied pages in the last iteration of the precopy step to the destination node. Threads of the process then take turns to send their state information. These tasks are performed inside the Linux kernel. The lower half of the Figure 4.3 illustrates these steps. The `cr_stop` issues the stop request via an ioctl call and waits until it is complete. The stop request triggers the following actions:

1. It allocates a task request, builds a task list and calls the `cr_trigger_stop1` function. The stop request is handled by the `cr_stop_req` function defined in `cr_stop_req.c`.

2. The trigger function populates a siginfo structure to uniquely identify the stop request and raises the signal. We use the si_uid field in the siginfo structure to identify different types of requests. For example, the si_uid value of the stop request is 936316 while the si_uid value of the migrate request is 936315.

3. The signal is caught and handled by the `cri_sig_handler` function defined in `cr_core.c`. The handler function calls the `do_stop` function for a stop request. Since the handler executes in user space, `do_stop` issues another ioctl call to make the transition to the kernel space. The `do_stop` function calls the `cri_syscall(CR_OP_HAND_STOP, flags)` function, which in turn invokes the `cr_stop_and_copy_self` function defined in the corresponding C file.
4. The `cr_stop_and_copy_self` function locates the current process to find the matching stop request. The process then hits the predump barrier and calls the `cr_do_stop_vmadump` function.

5. The `cr_do_stop_vmadump` function saves the process control block in a step-by-step manner.
step manner. It first calls the cr_stop_save_linkage function, which connects to the destination node and writes the process linkage structure. The process linkage includes the parent, real_parent, group_leader, session, leader, pid, tgid, pgrp, exit_signal and the file pointer associated with the stop request. If the stop request is not preceded by the memory precopy step then it sends the task count to the destination node before sending other process-related information. The task count is equal to the number of threads in the process.

6. We send the credential information to the destination node once the save_linkage function returns. The credential information includes uid, euid, suid, gid, egid and sgid. We use the cr_context_creds structure defined in BLCR to store these fields. The complete structure is written to the socket in one pass.
7. The `stop_vmadump` function then calls the `stop_vmadump_freeze_threads` function, which is similar to the `vmadump_freeze_threads` function in the standard BLCR code. The stop version of this function works on a socket instead of a file descriptor.

8. The `freeze_thread` function calls the `stop_vmadump_freeze_proc` function, which stops the process execution, writes the memory info to the socket and starts copying pages to the destination node. The page copying process is very similar to the memory precopy stage but instead of performing it iteratively, we copy all the pages in one pass.

9. The next step is to copy the register information. This task is carried out by the `stop_vmadump_store_cpu` function. We have two different versions of the `store_cpu` function. One version is for i386 architecture while the other version handles the dumping request for x86_64 architecture.

10. The `freeze_proc` function then writes the signal information and other miscellaneous information to the socket and returns.

11. The `freeze_threads` function return value indicates the completion of register and signal writing to the socket. The next function is `stop_cr_save_fs_struct` to save the umask and current working directory of the current process.

12. The next step is to save all open files. This step is carried out by the `stop_cr_save_all_files` function. This function iterates through all file descriptors held by the process, saves the corresponding file header and file info. It then calls different functions based on the file information. In the current version of BLCR, we save open files, directories, fifo and pipes.

Saving the file information completes the dumping process. The `stop_and_copy` function then sends the saved signals to the current process and returns. The complete format of dumping is depicted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. This is very close to the BLCR checkpoint file format but differs in the context file header and a few other fields.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thread Count</th>
<th>Maps Count</th>
<th>Send Maps</th>
<th>Send Maps</th>
<th>Send Maps…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Run, send all pages to the destination node</td>
<td>Write ~0UL to indicate the completion of first run</td>
<td>Maps Count for iterative run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative Runs, send all pages to the destination node</td>
<td>Write ~0UL to indicate the completion of other runs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5: Sequence of data sent during precopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linkage Size</th>
<th>Linkage structure: contains pid, tgid, leader, parent, session and group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credentials</td>
<td>Memory info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers (pt_regs structure)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPU</td>
<td>Thread debug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fs</td>
<td>gs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocked Signal</td>
<td>Sigaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umask of fs</td>
<td>Length of root path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Files Structure</td>
<td>Cr_file_info structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6: Sequence of data sent during stop-and-copy
Chapter 5

Experiments

5.1 Framework

We conducted our experiments on the local Opt cluster. This cluster has 18 nodes running Fedora Core 13 Linux x86-64 connected by two Gigabit switches. Each node is equipped with 2-way SMPs with dual-core AMD Opteron 265 processors. It has a 750 GB RAID5 array to provide storage through NFS and a local disk. We conducted timing measurements in user space for live and frozen migration.

5.2 Experiments

We use three BLCR test codes to test the functionality of migration utilities. These test codes include a single-threaded counting application, a multi-threaded counting application and a file counting application. In addition to these tests, we also developed a micro benchmark to assess the overhead of different approaches of migration. The experiments are designed to test the functionality of the migration utilities and to analyze their performance for applications of different sizes.

5.2.1 Instrumentation Techniques

We augmented the timing measurements with migration utilities at the user level. We used the timing utilities provided by Linux to measure the time at a micro second granularity. We record the time via gettimeofday() right before and after the migration request.
and determine the difference. We then send the data over a network via sockets. Hence, network fluctuation can result in varied timings for different runs. To mitigate these local effects, we perform the experiments when the cluster is least used and determine the average over four samples per experiment. We observe a variation of 7% in timing measurements for large applications. We observe large variations in timings for small applications, which can be attributed to small execution times. For memory experiments, we used large size applications to get a consistent pattern.

5.2.2 Memory Tests

The memory test is to assess the overhead associated with an application migration. We take separate timings for the memory precopy and the stop-and-copy phases of live migration. We designed a micro benchmark that allocates a large number of pages and dirties those pages in an iterative manner. We also defined a stride for dirtying pages. The test was conducted on a large data set to mitigate the effect of external factors. We observe that the migration time is directly proportional to the number of pages allocated to the application, which in turn defines the application size. The number of pages allocated for the following experiment are 1000, 10000, 100000, and 500000. The results are presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for strides one and ten, respectively.

We observe that migration time increases with an increase in the number of pages of the application. The increase in time is almost linear. We also measured the time for live and frozen migration combined (precopy + stop-and-copy) and compared it with frozen migration (only stop-and-copy) alone. As we discussed in the previous sections, there is a tradeoff between live and frozen migration. Live migration takes a longer time to complete but it lets the application run while the memory pages are being transferred to the destination node. Precopy is immediately followed by a stop-and-copy which takes less time than the stand-alone frozen migration. These results are depicted in Figure 5.3.

We observe that precopy migration takes more time than stop-and-copy and frozen migration. In the precopy phase, we keep iterating until we reach a steady state. In each iteration, we only send the modified pages since the last iteration. For a large application, each iteration can take a significant amount of time. However, the application keeps running in the precopy phase. We also observe that stop-and-copy takes less time than frozen migration although they involve same steps. Stop-and-copy sends only those pages to the destination node that have been dirtied since the last iteration of precopy. Frozen
Figure 5.1: Stop-and-Copy Timings with a Stride of One

Figure 5.2: Stop-and-Copy Timings with a Stride of Ten
migration, on the other hand, essentially sends all non-zero pages to the destination node. Therefore, the application down time is less in live migration than frozen migration at the cost of higher network activity.

5.2.3 Other Tests

We ran several other tests to verify the functional integrity of the migration utilities. These tests involve different types of applications. Some of the important tests are described below:

1. We tried to migrate a multi-threaded application using the standard BLCR code. This program creates three threads and increments a global counter in a loop. Each thread takes turns to increment the counter. Multithreaded applications are tricky to migrate because we have to keep track of thread group leader and synchronize the threads at the destination node. The linkage restoration function ensures that each thread has the correct group leader associated with it. We are able to migrate the multi-threaded application using both live and frozen migration. We also tested
the signal handling of the migrated process at the destination node and it works fine. We ran these tests with and without cloning.

2. We migrated a file counting application successfully to the destination node. This application opens a file and starts writing to it. The migrated process restores the file at the destination node and starts writing at current file pointer. We used a network file for this test. This test, however, works only in absence of cloning. If we enable cloning, then two processes would try to write into the file at the same time and the process would fail after cloning.

Besides these test cases, we tried to migrate several variations of counting and memory mapped applications. There is still room to add other test cases for different scenarios. Some of the more sophisticated test cases can be designed more easily once the migration utility is integrated with OpenMPI.
Chapter 6

Related Work

This thesis aims to present a fault tolerance technique to aid the conventional C/R method for a HPC application. In this chapter, we talk about the research related to fault tolerance in MPI jobs and migration approaches in general.

The feasibility of proactive fault tolerance has been demonstrated at the job scheduling level [23], within OS virtualization [31] and in Adaptive MPI [26, 5, 4] using object virtualization and message logging [12] for Charm++ applications. Our fault tolerance approach, however, is at the process level and independent of the MPI runtime layer. Our approach encapsulates most of the process control block, including open file descriptors, pipes and sockets.

There are two aspects of proactive fault tolerance techniques. The first aspect is failure prediction and there are a number of research efforts put in this direction [25, 14, 15]. These papers report high failure prediction accuracy with a warning window, which is the premise for our proposed process migration mechanism. The second aspect of proactive fault tolerance is the migration mechanism adopted for a particular environment. Various migration techniques have been developed in the past [21, 24, 29, 18, 2, 7, 11]. MPI-Mitten [10], an MPI library between the MPI and application layer, provides proactive fault tolerance to MPI applications. It uses HPCM [8] as a middleware to support user-level heterogeneous process migration. In [30], the authors provide a generic framework based on a modular architecture to implement a proactive fault tolerance mechanism. An agent-oriented framework [17] was developed for grid computing environments. In this framework, agents monitor classes or subclasses of faults and either tolerate them or take corrective actions. Sun et al. provide fault-aware systems, such as FARS [20] and
FENCE [28], to increase the accuracy of fault prediction and improve system resilience to failures with different fault management mechanisms including process migration. They also model the migration cost and introduce a suitable scheduling mechanism [9]. These prior works with their fault models, mechanisms and their evaluation schemes assert that process migration is a suitable approach for proactive fault tolerance. It involves less overhead than operating system (OS) virtualization, which reinforces the significance of our approach.

Our proactive live migration solution provides new BLCR capabilities and supports continued execution of applications during migration. It parallels live migration at the OS virtualization layer [6], which has been studied in the context of proactive fault tolerance of MPI applications [22], an approach that supports health monitoring and live migration over Xen guests. We contribute process-level migration and demonstrate its efficiency. In HPC, process-level solutions are more widely accepted than OS virtualization because of its simplicity and less overhead. Hence, our contribution has significant potential to have practical impact.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

We present two different approaches for migration, namely live and frozen migration. We also present a mechanism to clone the process. They complement reactive fault-tolerant mechanisms, such as checkpointing, resulting in a reduction in the number of required checkpoints. Checkpoint/restart can be deployed together with incremental checkpointing and live migration (1) to handle the faults proactively, (2) to reduce the number of required full checkpoints, (3) to reduce the checkpoint overhead and, (4) to clone the process thus providing redundancy. We compared the performance of two approaches and showed the tradeoff between continued execution and application downtime. We presented the results of both approaches for a variety of process migration scenarios and for a memory benchmark. Overall, this confirms our hypothesis that we can migrate a process from one node to another node via sockets, reduce overheads and create process clones.

7.2 Future Work

There is a lot of scope for future work related to this thesis. Some of them are discussed below:
7.2.1 Integration with OpenMPI

The migration techniques are designed to work with multi-node processes. As of now, any single-node, multi-threaded process can be migrated to a physical node using the migration commands. However, we have to integrate the migration code, e.g., with the OpenMPI run time layer to migrate an MPI process. The implementation would be very similar to the cr_checkpoint integration with OpenMPI. We need to define a suitable interface for the MPI run time layer to execute migration commands and define call-backs to return from BLCR code to OpenMPI process execution. We also have to synchronize the processes at different stages of migration. For example, once the migrating process returns from cr_migrate, all the MPI processes should hit a barrier before the stop-and-copy phase can be started. Figure 3.1 depicts the required steps.

7.2.2 Cloning

Process cloning can be supported as follows: In our cloning mechanism, we do not kill the process at the source node once migration is complete. We do it using the cr_clone utility. This utility works similar to cr_stop utility but it allows the process to run at the source node thus creating a clone. Cloning works fine in single process environment because these two processes are independent of each other. In the MPI environment, however, two processes with the same signature cannot co-exist. We need to modify MPI run time layer to make sure these processes do not conflict each other and only one process is active in MPI environment at a time.

7.2.3 Using WB Approach

As explained in Chapter 4, we use the dirty bit approach to keep track of the modified pages. The dirty bit approach requires a small kernel patch. Although the dirty bit approach is very efficient, it is not always viable to apply the dirty bit patch due to security reasons or insufficient privileges. Sometimes, the patches are dependent on other patches and we may need to apply a lot of other patches before the dirty bit patch can be applied.

There is another approach to track modified pages, namely the write bit approach. This approach uses the page protection mechanism to lock a page for writing. When a page is modified, a page fault occurs and the corresponding handler marks the page as dirty.
The write bit approach does not require any kernel modification. Vasavada et al. used the write bit approach for incremental checkpointing [32].

7.2.4 Using File Descriptors

As of now, we send and receive the process date via network sockets. Most of the BLCR utilities, however, work on a file descriptor. We would like to tweak the code to use a file pointer instead of sockets to make the design more general. Moreover, most of the BLCR functions are specific to checkpoint and restart requests, which limit the code re-usability. We would like to change the functions to make them independent of request types.

As part of the future work, we would like to test the live migration utility on bigger systems in an MPI environment. We would like to test it for a wide variety of applications on different architectures. We would also like to make the code more robust by adding error handling and testing corner cases. We have developed the migration utility within the latest BLCR release and would like to test the migration utility in co-ordination with the checkpoint/restart utilities in this context.
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